Relative Age Effect on Brazilian male elite futsal athletes according to playing position and performance by goals scored on Brazil National Futsal Leagues
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Abstract

Introduction: The relative age effect is prevalent in different elite team sports. However, little is known about this phenomenon in high-level adult male futsal players. Aim: The present study aimed to investigate the prevalence of relative age effect in Brazilian male elite futsal players, and its relationship with playing position and goals scored on Brazil National Futsal Leagues (BNFL) from 2016 to 2020. Methods: The distribution of birth dates, playing positions, and goals scored by male participants of the Brazil National Futsal Leagues were analyzed. Chi-squared tests were used to analyze the birth dates distribution based on quarters and semesters of the year, according to playing position (defender, winger, pivot, and goalkeeper) and scoring performance (high and low). Results: The overall analysis indicated that the relative age effect is prevalent on the pool of athletes analyzed. However, this effect was position-dependent, since relatively older athletes were overrepresented only in wingers and defenders playing positions. On the other hand, scoring performance was not associated with the relative age effect, since this effect was found in both performance levels. Conclusion: Relative age effects are prevalent in Brazilian male elite futsal athletes, especially for defenders and wingers. Considering the high level of competitiveness for spots in elite futsal teams, coaches and sports administrators must be educated about the prevalence of the relative age effect in this sporting context. This is necessary in order to reduce the inequalities generated by age categories based on arbitrary cut-off dates, which may reduce potential talent loss.
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Introduction

Relative Age Effect (RAE) reflects the asymmetrical distribution of athletes based on their birth date relative to an arbitrary cutoff, and has been recently studied in several team sports, like cricket, handball, beach handball, basketball, rugby, soccer, volleyball, and futsal. Wattie, Schorer, and Baker propose that the existence of RAE and its extent in a given sports context can be interpreted based on the interaction of individual, environmental, and task constraints. Individual constraints refer to an athlete's individual qualities, such as sex, height, body composition, maturational status, and so on. Environmental constraints relate to the sport's popularity, policies, and physical environment, among others. Task constraints concern the sports specificity, its competitive level, and the physical capabilities that are more important for success (i.e. strength, speed, and power). According to the
specificities of a given sport context, it is expected that these constraints will interact to different degrees, contributing (or not) to the RAE\textsuperscript{13,14}.

This effect can influence the recruitment of individuals in sports, as well as on how they develop their athletic abilities\textsuperscript{2}. Even though RAE has been extensively researched as a factor that can influence selection and talent identification in different team sports\textsuperscript{6,9}, evidence on RAE prevalence over time is controversial and seemingly context-specific, such as the specificity of the sport's demands, competitive level, and popularity\textsuperscript{13}, for example. On one hand, studies have shown that the advantage generated by the RAE during the phases of selection and identification is reversed over time, suggesting that RAE decreases and may even be reversed in the transition to elite sport\textsuperscript{15,16}. On the other hand, other studies have reported that RAE prevalence remains up to senior elite sports in some contexts\textsuperscript{5,15}.

Previous RAE investigations on team sports have sought to identify whether this effect would be associated with specific playing positions. Evidence on soccer\textsuperscript{17} and team handball\textsuperscript{18} indicate that RAE is more prevalent in specific playing positions in which physical capabilities are more determinant for success. Furthermore, some RAE investigations are trying to determine whether this effect is associated with competitive success. To illustrate, Arrieta et al.\textsuperscript{18} found that relatively older players scored more points and showed increased performance index ratings compared to relatively younger athletes in European Basketball Championships. However, the investigation of the association between RAE and the performance obtained during games in team sports is still limited.

Officially recognized by the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), futsal is played by two teams composed of five players (four court players and one goalkeeper) on a 40 x 20 m indoor court with two 3 x 2 m goals\textsuperscript{19}. The modality is described as a multiple-sprint sport with an intermittent high-intensity activity\textsuperscript{20}. Its popularity has improved in recent years and more than 12 million players are involved in the sport\textsuperscript{20}. Despite futsal's popularity and media coverage on some of its major competitions, little research has been done on it, especially if compared to the sport it originated from, i.e. soccer\textsuperscript{11}. Futsal is a very widespread sport in Brazil. The Brazilian National Team participated in all editions of the World Championship (organized by International Indoor Football Federation - FIFUSA and FIFA) and won seven titles. The Brazilian National Team also participated in 22 editions of the America Cup (organized by FIFUSA and FIFA) and won 19 titles. Considering that the social context, the level of competition, the popularity, and the number of active participants may affect the presence of RAE\textsuperscript{21}, new studies focused on RAE prevalence among different team sports are necessary in order to account for context specificities\textsuperscript{22}.

Previous studies have shown that many successful male team sport athletes concentrate their birth dates in the first months of the age-year\textsuperscript{18,21}. Furthermore, evidence suggests that RAE remains up to adult-elite professional players in some sports\textsuperscript{12,15}. In general, RAE in elite athletes is justified by the following explanations: (a) relatively older athletes are more developed regarding several motor skills and physical capacities compared to younger peers, and (b) relatively older athletes are more likely to be perceived as talented by coaches compared to younger athletes, which makes them more likely to be selected for better teams\textsuperscript{2,23}.

Studies that investigated RAE in elite male futsal athletes are scarce\textsuperscript{1}. Recent studies have been carried out with players who participated in three FIFA Futsal World Cups (2008, 2012, and 2016)\textsuperscript{1}, and with players who participated in the first division of the Spanish National League between 2006 and 2015\textsuperscript{11}. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, only one study\textsuperscript{12} investigated the occurrence of RAE in Brazilian elite futsal athletes in the last ten years. However, only birth quartiles were analyzed in this study. Therefore, no previous research has analyzed the RAE in Brazilian male elite futsal players according to playing positions and performance by goals scored in the Brazil National Futsal Leagues (BNFL).

Identifying the pervasiveness of RAE in a given sports context has important implications, due to its influence on talent identification, sports systems organization, practitioners, and athletes\textsuperscript{24}. Thus, this study aimed to investigate the existence of RAE in male Brazilian elite futsal athletes that participated in the first division of BNFL 2021 according to playing position and performance by goals scored in the BNFLs from 2016 to 2020. As demonstrated in a previous study with Brazilian elite futsal athletes\textsuperscript{12}, we hypothesize that RAE will be found in athletes regardless of playing positions or goals scored, due to the high competitive level of the BNFL.

Methods

Participants

This is a retrospective and descriptive study with a cross-sectional design\textsuperscript{25}. The sample of this study was composed of 411 male elite futsal athletes (mean age = 25.61 ± 5.83 years), equivalent to all athletes of the 23 teams that competed in the BNFL 2021 first division. The athletes were organized according to their playing position: defender (n = 80), winger (n = 180), pivot (n = 75) and goalkeeper (n = 76); and performance by goals scored: high (n = 63) and low (n = 70). Regarding the goals scored, it is noteworthy that some athletes did not participate in all editions of the Leagues, others participated for the first time this year, and others did not score any goals (like some goalkeepers). For organization and
analysis of the athletes according to goals performance, we ranked their performances based on goals scored in BNFLs from 2016 to 2020 and separated athletes based on the median value (median = 1.0). Athletes that surpassed the median were considered as high-performance and the athletes that did not surpass the median value were considered as low-performance. No inclusion or exclusion criteria were adopted.

Data collection and procedures

Data were retrieved from the BNFL official website during May 2021. The information included players’ full names, date of birth, playing positions, and goals scored in the BNFLs from 2016 to 2020. All the information was available on the BNFL official website.

For the purpose of this study, we defined the birth year as beginning on January 1st, as used by the other studies in sports26. The data were tabulated in a spreadsheet, and the variables analyzed included the quarters of the year the athletes were born, as used in previous studies in futsal1,11,12: first quarter: Q1 (January-March), second-quarter: Q2 (April-June), third quarter: Q3 (July-September), and fourth quarter: Q4 (October-December). The information of performance by goals scored in BNFLs from 2016 to 2020 was also retrieved from the BNFL official website.

Statistical analysis

The chi-square test ($\chi^2$) was performed to identify differences between birth date distributions in relation to each playing position and goal performance, as previously proposed11 in research with RAE in Brazilian elite male soccer. Athletes were divided into four quarters (Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4), and 25% was assumed as the expected frequency for each quarter, as proposed by Coté et al.27. In addition, the same analysis was carried out considering the birthdate distribution in each semester (1st Sem.: January-June and 2nd Sem.: July-December), in which we assumed 50% as the expected distribution for each semester.

Whenever chi-squared tests were significant, the corrected residuals (z-value) were calculated according to Beasley and Schumacher28. When the z-value was less than −1.96 or greater than 1.96 the difference was considered significant. The statistical index to determine the size of the effect was Cramer’s V (V) whenever the magnitude of the effect size was measured by calculating Cramer’s $\phi$. According to Cramer13, if $df = 3$ (in all comparisons between birthdate quarters), $V = 0.06$ to 0.17 represented a small effect, $V = 0.18$ to 0.29 represented a medium effect and $V \geq 0.30$ represented a large effect. Finally, Odds Ratio (ORs) for Q1 versus Q4 and 1st versus 2nd were calculated. Analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), version 21.0 (Chicago, USA). The significance level was 0.05.

Results

Table 1 shows the absolute distribution in quarters of the dates of birth of the elite male futsal athletes. Results show an overrepresentation of players born in the first quarters of the year (Q1 = 32.12%; Q2 = 28.71%; V = 0.13), as well as a reduced frequency of players born closer to the end of the year (Q3 = 21.17%; Q4 = 18.00%; V = 0.09), with significant differences ($p < 0.05$) between Q1 and Q2 compared to Q3 and Q4. Likewise, the chi-square revealed that the distribution of the first semester was significantly higher ($p < 0.05$) compared to the second semester.

This study also examined the birthdates distribution in quarters according to players’ positions (Table 2). Uneven distributions were found for wingers ($p < 0.05$) and defenders ($p < 0.05$), with significant differences ($p < 0.05$) between Q3 and Q4 compared to Q1 for the defenders and Q3 and Q4 compared to Q2 for the wingers. Furthermore, a statistical difference ($p < 0.05$) was found between Q1 and Q4 for the pivots. Regarding the winger position, the RAE effect size was medium ($V = 0.19$), while a large effect was observed for defenders ($V = 0.28$).

Table 3 shows the birthdates distribution in quarters according to goal performance (low and high). The chi-square test did not find statistically significant differences in birthdates distribution between players belonging to the high and low-level goal performances ($p > 0.05$; $V = 0.79$). However, uneven distributions were found for players belonging to the low ($p < 0.05$) and high ($p < 0.05$) goals performance, with significant differences.
between Q4 compared with Q1, Q2, and Q3 for low and Q3 and Q4 compared to Q1 and Q2 for high goal performance. Regarding the low goal performance, the RAE was medium \(V = 0.21\), while for the high goal performance a large effect was observed \(V = 0.42\).

### Discussion

To analyze the RAE phenomenon in high-level adult male futsal players, this study investigated the existence of RAE in male Brazilian elite futsal athletes that participated in the BNFL 2021 first division according to playing position and performance by goals scored in the BNFLs from 2016 to 2020. Overall, results revealed a significant overrepresentation of players in the first and second quarters of the year in comparison to the third and fourth quarters. Playing positions analyses revealed different results since relatively older athletes were overrepresented in defenders and wingers, while even birthdate frequencies were found for pivots and goalkeepers. Analyses based on performance revealed no differences in players’ birthdates between athletes with the low and high number of goals scored. Within each performance level, players born in the first quarters of the year were more frequent than players born in the last quarter of the year were. The RAE is a well-known research topic in sports sciences, namely considering that a potential difference of one year can influence the chances of player’s selection over the youth categories. Although RAE can be constrained by concurrent factors such as maturation, it is possible to observe that players born closer to cut-off dates may have some advantage in sports where age categories are determined by the year of birth, due to the normal biological advances over the period. This may result in different opportunities provided to young players, which may affect the chances of achieving higher levels of competition over their sports career.

In our study, significant differences between quarters of birthdate were found in the pool of players analyzed. Overall, athletes born in Q1 and Q2 were more represented than those born in Q3 and Q4 were. Such results are in line with previous studies conducted with the same population (Brazilian futsal players), in which athletes born in Q1 and Q2 were also more frequent, although, in an opposite line, Carraco et al. suggested that being born in the early months of the year was not related to successful performance in futsal. The prevalence of RAE on Brazilian elite futsal athletes is multifactorial; however, it is possible that selection based on morphological growth, and immediate performance in youth categories might represent some of the reasons for this effect. Even though RAE is expected to play a determinant effect in the selection processes at the beginning of a sports career, evidence indicates that players born in the last semester of the year are less frequent even in senior categories and show shorter careers than...
relatively older athletes. Conversely, a study that investigated the occurrence and effect size of a relative age effect in the first division of the Spanish National Futsal League revealed that the overrepresentation of players born close to the cut-off date was more evident in medium and high-level teams than in low-level teams.

Although the pool of players analyzed in our study confirmed this tendency, we have advanced in the knowledge by analyzing birthdate distribution according to playing positions. Our results revealed significant differences for wingers and defenders. We found an overrepresentation of players born in Q1 compared to Q3 and Q4 for defenders and an overrepresentation of players born in Q1 and Q2 compared to Q3 and Q4 for wingers. In both cases, we confirmed the hypothesis that players born in the first semester of the year would be more frequent than players born in the second semester. On the other hand, even distributions were found for pivots and goalkeepers. We speculate that the specificity of the technical and tactical demands of these two playing positions minimize the influence of maturational advantages. Concerning the pivot players, their function is basically to receive the ball in the front line and to execute a pass to the winger or the defender. Accordingly, Ohmuro et al. verified that adult Japanese futsal pivot players cover smaller distances with the ball than the wingers, which reinforces the notion that this playing position has specific demands that may rely less on physical capabilities than the other line positions in futsal.

Regarding goalkeepers, Spyrou et al. found that goalkeepers present higher body fat when compared to other playing positions. Agreeing with these results, Polito et al. concluded that teenage futsal goalkeepers showed a higher percentage of adiposity and lower metabolic demands (considering the distance covered, caloric expenditure, and average speed of movement) than players from the other positions. This is in line with finding from Soares and Tourinho Filho, who indicated that the goalkeeper's actions during a match are mostly of low intensity. For this reason, the maturational advantage would not lead to benefits that would lead to the predilection of relatively older athletes, justifying the absence of the RAE for these athletes. Nonetheless, we emphasize that our data only comprised adults, so it is important to investigate the RAE in younger categories to confirm such speculations.

Motivated to determine if RAE plays a determinant role in players’ performance, we tested such a hypothesis with no differences between players with low and high-performance levels (scoring). However, players born in the first semester were overrepresented in both performance levels. Therefore, RAE does not seem to influence elite futsal athletes’ performance in terms of goals scored. Considering these results, and findings from another study that analyzed RAE prevalence in Brazilian elite futsal players, we propose that athletes should have similar opportunities to achieve high levels of competition, regardless of their month of birth, since this is not a determinant factor on performance.

A limitation of the present study is the lack of data on goals scored in the Leagues of 17 athletes because these athletes competed in the BNFL for the first time in 2021. Considering the scarcity of studies that investigated RAE on futsal and the influence of multiple factors within each sports context, we suggest that future studies investigate the occurrence of RAE in professional futsal athletes according to gender, final classification in competitions, and selection for National Teams in different countries. In addition, athletes from different age categories and experience levels must be analyzed.

As practical implications, it is important to emphasize that coaches must be instructed regarding the consistent evidence that male players born in the first semester of the year are more likely to reach senior elite futsal teams in Brazil. This may be associated with how coaches conduct players’ selection, as the strategies employed by coaches may be centered in immediate performance, which is constrained by transient aspects such as biological maturation or the physical status of players.

**Conclusion**

In summary, RAE is prevalent in the Brazilian male elite futsal context. This effect was not associated with scoring performance, but it was associated with specific playing positions, as reported in other teams sports. Relatively older athletes were overrepresented in wingers and defenders positions, while even distributions were found for goalkeepers and pivots. These findings reinforce that counter-RAE interventions are warranted in the Brazilian male elite futsal context and especially in the grassroots of this sports system. Coaches of youth categories need to be aware of the existence of RAE, as well as of ways to minimize this effect. After all, eventual benefits that arise from chronological advantages are transitory, and should not subsidize decision-making regarding athletes’ long-term sports development.
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